Abstract. Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a new kind of Internet content service system, which is built based on IP network and can provide the content distribution and service to satisfy the requirement of content access and application efficiency, the requirement of quality and contents order. The basic idea of CDN is to avoid bottlenecks and link which may affect data transmission speed and stability on the Internet, to make the content transmission faster and more stable. In this paper, we use a highly formalized method, named Performance Evaluation Process Algebra(PEPA), to model, analyze and evaluate the working principle of the CDN. By modeling and analyzing, it can be obtained that CDN can reduce the response time of user access and prevent the network congestion. Simulation results help to prove our analytical results.
Introduction
In the early development of the Internet, network service capacity requirements are not that high and a lot of websites can meet the needs of the server. With the growth of the network content and the number of users, these websites will soon face the bottleneck of the service. In order to solve these problems, content delivery service technology emerges in responsing to the proper time and conditions. Content Distribution Network (CDN) [1] is a location based on server replica and mechanism request redirection, which guarantees the availability of resources, the quality of service and the proximity of content to the user and can plus an efficient and content based routing. CDN is based on the following principles: 1.Choose the best equipment to provide users with services; 2.If a content required by many users, the closest user cache node is chosen. Based on these principles, user response time will be greatly reduced, and can solve the problem that load ability of inter operator server is too low while crossing regional.
Stochastic Process Algebras has great advantages in modeling concurrent systems, especially there are multiple concurrent and parallel components in the systems, which can be got in [2] . Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) is shown in [3] , which is is a simple stochastic process algebra with powerful modeling ability, proposed by Hillston in the 1990s. PEPA has been used successfully in many fields, which can be seen in [4] [5] [6] , which draws my interest to motivate the research of modeling CDN with PEPA.
The rest of this paper is structured as following: Section Two shows a background including introduction for PEPA and CDN. Section Three shows the PEPA model of CDN. Section Four presents the evaluation and analysis of the model. Section Five concludes this paper.
Background
Performance Evaluation Process Algebra(PEPA), which is summarized by Hillston in the 1990s, has a strong ability to build a model, assessment and analysis of large-scale concurrent system. This part presents a brief introduction for PEPA. Compared with general process algebra, the action is assumed to have a duration, the time is subject to exponential distribution of random variables and the underlying theory of PEPA model is CTMC. Thus each action expressed in PEPA is a pair , where means the type of action, and means the rate of activity. The following is a brief introduction for PEPA. 1) Syntax: the structure operation semantics can be found in [9] .The grammar is as follow: As we can observe, there are two type of components in PEPA: means a consecutive component and means a model component that implements in parallel. C is constant and the constants for the two components are and respectively. The difference of and is that the cooperation just can be allowed between sequential component. 2) Semantics: Prefix: the prefix component means the behaves as after carrying out the activities , which contains the type of action and a duration that meets exponential distribution with parameter . Choice: The component means a system may behave either as or . The actions of both and are enabled. Every of them has a related rate. There are race conditions for them, and they select the first to complete. If the activity belongs to , the system may behave as the derivative of ; and vice-versa for . Cooperation:
:the execution two processes and are concurrent and is a collection of actions. The needs and to complete the same time. e.g., if , it notes that and do not need to synchronize any actions, expressed as . Hiding:
: All the actions in the collection are invisible to external observers, and the system is in the process of when all types of are hidden. Constant:
: The process is assigned to the constant , which means the constant performs the similar behavior of the process .
CDN AND MODLLING
A. Content Delivery Network Figure 1 presents the process of CDN .The process of user has access to web sites in the case of CDN begins with user making the request of resolving domain name to local DNS ( ). The local DNS and the authoritative DNS parse the domain name ( ). After that, the authoritative DNS return the CNAME for domain name to the Local DNS. Local DNS makes the request of parsing domain name to the CDN DNS server( ). CDN DNS server parses the domain name( ), CDN DNS server returns the results of the domain name resolution to local DNS ( ), and Local DNS returns this to user ( ). According to the results of domain name, CDN determines whether there exists resource constraints(Customer legitimacy,Acceleration mode,etc...). According to the IP address of local DNS, CDN determines the nearest user, and the IP address of the optimal SLB (Server Load Balance) is selected after the comprehensive judgment ( ). If there exists resource constraints, user will create the request of domain name resolution again. If there is no resource constraints, user can make http content request to SLB ( ). SLB seeks the state of every Cache server in this area ( ), and SLB returns the IP address of the Cache server to user ( ). According to the domain name , SLB determines whether every Cache server in this area exists resource constraints ( ). After the comprehensive consideration, if there exists resource constraints, then the user will create the request of domain name resolution again. Otherwise, SLB presents the optimal Cache IP address of the POP node, and returns the HTTP message to the user which includes a new CACHE IP address. The user requests the Cache server which is identified by the CACHE IP address to provide services ( ), Cache server to complete the request URL to store the contents of the map and determine whether the content in the local hit( ). If hits, Cache provides services directly to the user( ).If not, Cache gets related contents from OCS ( ). Through the above process, the process of user access to web sites of CDN is completed. B. PEPA Modeling of Content Delivery Network This subsection presents a PEPA model of Content Delivery Network, which is composed of six main components. In order to make better analysis, we separate two parts from the CDN,i.e., the Cache server and Server Load Balance.
User: User performs first action when User make the request of local DNS. The shared action is the local DNS that returns the results of the domain name resolution. The action is a choice to verify whether there exists resource constraints. If there exists constraints, user will return to its initial state. Otherwise, the action means that user can make request for http content to SLB. After that, SLB returns the IP address of the Cache server by action . The action is also a choice to judge whether every Cache server in this area exists resource constraints. If there exists, user will also return to its initial state. On the contrary, the action shows that user makes the request for server to the IP of CACHE identified Cache server. Cache server receives service and provide services to user directly by action after getting the related contents.
Using the PEPA semantic definition of other components are similar, and thus bypassed. The system equation shows the construction of the defined components by forcing the cooperation between them is on some action type. In order to simplify the formula, the parallel composition of M component is expressed as
The system equation can be written as Where C. Parameter Settings Table 1 and Table 2 present all the parameters about the performance evaluation, which includes the rates of actions and the number of different components. Most of rates in Table 1 are referred to the book named Dissecting Content Delivery Network. However, a small part of the rates is associated with the user action which can not be achieved by experiments. In order to make our analysis fruitfully, we set up a large number of components in Table 2 .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Response time is the main performance index of this system. To get the result of the analysis, we obtain the stochastic simulation of the CTMC by Matlab, which is derived from the PEPA. The following subsection will show more depictions about those fields which are available in [7] . Response time analysis
Response time means the duration from the first action asks for service to the last action receives the reply. In this subsection, we will consider the response time between and in PEPA model. Figure 2 presents the comparison of the response time of service's creation between different number of users. With the increasing of the number of users, the response time becomes longer. This situation may be caused by a main factor: the number of components in the CDN is certain. Such as DNS, SLB and OCS, increasing the number of users will lead to the congestion of Internet network, and the reduction of load capacity of the server,which result into lower user access speed. Figure 3 presents increasing the number of OCS leads to a smaller response time. Figure 4 shows that when the number of Cache and OCS are in accordance with the proportion of 2 to 1 under the premise of the corresponding increase, and we find that the response time becomes smaller. Hence, it is necessary to increase the number of Cache and OCS to reduce the response time . Figure 5 illustrates that when the number of DNS and SLB increase, the response time is constant. So, 100 DNS serves and SLBs can meet the current state.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has shown the PEPA modeling for the content distribution network, which uses the stochastic simulation of CTMC derived from the PEPA model to analyse the response time of different users. However, only the analysis of the response time of the users is considered and lack of the analysis of the throughput of Cache, so the model exists limitations. What's more, all parameters in the model are referred to the book named Dissecting Content Delivery Network. When the scale of the system is very large, the stochastic simulation can not be used to obtain the performances of the system. A better way is to overcome it is to use fluid approximation in [8] [10] which can get acceptable performance easily without big loss of accuracy. In the future work, we will continue to improve the modeling of CDN and adopt the fluid approximation to analyze the large scale Content Delivery Network.
